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* During orientation each new faculty/staff member is given an American National English Language
Institute Faculty and Staff Handbook. Please note that the policies in this handbook are meant to give
detail and shape to the ESL Instructor Position Description that is given to all ESL faculty at the time
of hire. The job description provides the primary means by which each faculty member will be
evaluated. Any questions about these policies should be brought to the Executive Director of American
National English Language Institute.
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The Curriculum
Mission Statement: American National English Language Institute provides comprehensive
training at several levels in English Language learning and teaching to meet the needs of
students in a competitive global economy. We accomplish this through avocational courses
designed to increase English proficiency, prepare students for success in their academic and
professional fields and foster immersion of students in mainstream American culture to
enhance global awareness.
Student Success: The faculty and staff in ANELI care deeply about student success, but
success is primarily the responsibility of the student himself or herself. Students earn the
grades they receive and are responsible for their own performance. Initial placement into one
of six levels is measured by the Cambridge Institute and Michigan Language Assessments
CaMLA English Placement Test (EPT)—discussed below. The following standards are used
to measure student success in moving up from level to level and for graduation: 1) course grades
(although a grade of D is passing, the student must maintain a
C average); and 2) appropriate Michigan Test scores.
Program Structure: The mission is achieved through a program structure that progresses
through six levels of study offering Reading, Writing, and Grammar (RWG), and Listening,
Speaking, and Vocabulary (LSV) components. The six-level program is structured so that the
student progresses from levels one and two—Beginning and Foundations of English—
through levels three and four—Intermediate English I and II—through to levels five and six—
Introduction to and Preparation for IELTS or TOEFL. Our program focuses on IELTS or
TOEFL preparation and development of English-language College and University academic
skills as the primary learning outcomes, brought together especially in
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levels five and six. Our students also enjoy immersive experiences in English-speaking
mainstream American culture that helps contextualize their academic work. Course
objectives and student learning outcomes—outlined further below—in the first two levels are
centered on basic vocabulary, verb, noun and pronoun recognition, as well as

developing

fundamental writing patterns. These course-specific skills are assessed using

reading

comprehension, sentence construction in response to questions, and usage of grammar,
vocabulary and punctuation quizzes and exams. These skills lead to levels three and four
wherein objectives and learning outcomes are centered on conversation, comprehension,
basic vocabulary descriptions, recognition of grammatical structures, and developing basic
critical thinking skills. These course-specific skills are assessed using audio

and video

recognition exercises and small-group conversation activities, critical reading and writing
exercises that locate and articulate main ideas and details, as well as grammar, vocabulary
and punctuation quizzes and exams. The skills from all four levels culminate in levels five
and six wherein the primary global skill program learning objective is achieved: successful
IELTS or TOEFL preparation and College skills preparation. In these class levels, students
work on more complex conversation and lecture comprehension, critical reading, writing and
vocabulary skills, academic essay comprehension and formation, all as they relate to effective
IELTS or TOEFL test-taking strategies and overall College and University academic
preparation. These course-specific skills are assessed using audio and video recognition
exercises and small-group conversation activities, critical academic reading and writing
exercises that locate and articulate main ideas and details, as well as grammar, vocabulary
and punctuation quizzes and exams. Additional IELTS or TOEFL component skill
equivalencies are given in class through sample assignments, quizzes, and
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exams in order to assess global skill development through the program. RWG and LSV
classes integrate all of these skills in complementary ways. Twelve-hour-a-week RWG classes
are offered in the morning, and twelve-hour-a-week LSV classes are offered in the afternoons.
Typically, teachers are set up in teacher pairs so that one teacher teaches RWG and the other
teaches LSV. This provides for complementary and varied classroom experiences for
students.
Program and Course Objectives: The overarching global skills program objectives include,
primarily, a successful IELTS or TOEFL score that allows for admission into the student’s
College or University of choice. Additionally, the student will have mastered academic and
cultural skills necessary for success in an American English-speaking College or University
classroom and can expect to have achieved English fluency sufficient for conversational skills
in wider American English-speaking culture. ANELI aims to develop the whole person as
she or he progresses through specific courses and cultural activities. Course objectives—outlined
below—are designed to shape level-by-level coherently-progressive skills and content that will
enable a student to be successful in each course and to advance with a sense of global mastery
of skills, even while immersed in significant culturally-intensive

experiences. More

specifically, the course objectives as listed on the syllabi for each level and each class link the
program mission and the program objectives with specific intended student learning outcomes
as outlined in the curriculum development plan.
Student Learning Outcomes and Assessment: Student learning outcomes are intended to represent
overarching products of our program and, specifically, our courses as they are achieved by
our students. As such, they intend to express integrated critical thinking skills and activities
that are measured as outcomes of the course objectives. They are specific, measurable by
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standardized assessment, and represent understanding and application of the nuts-and-bolts
content of the courses by our students. The SLOs are assessed by performance on homework
assignments, quizzes, midterm exams, final exams, and participation in course-

specific

assessments used to determine grades, but also, they are measured against global

skill

development as measured by CaMLA EPT scores, and writing and speaking rubrics. Levels 5
and 6 additionally include IELTS or TOEFL component skill equivalency assessment as
measures through in-class sample assignments, quizzes, and exams. The SLOs represent the
specific take-away that each student gains from within the structure provided by the course
objectives and help lead to global skill development measured in

IELTS or TOEFL

performance. Clear, measured performance at any given level affords the opportunity for
advancement to the next level, although learning outcomes must be mastered in both RWG
and LSV in order for a student to advance. Likewise, a student whose abilities repeatedly fall
below these measured thresholds—despite CaMLA placement—can be moved to a lower level.
Summaries of specific level-by-level student learning outcomes will be made available to
students so that students themselves can become aware of the benchmarks necessary for
success.
Curriculum Philosophy and Methodology
The English as a Second Language program at American National English Language Institute
aims to develop the whole person within a curriculum and pedagogical methodologies that can
be characterized by what Professor James Dean Brown calls an “eclectic approach.” in his
book, The Elements of Language Curriculum: A Systematic Approach

to Program Development

(Heinle ELT, 1994) he describes strategic choices language programs can make between a
range content, techniques, and methods that can be tailored to
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particular groups of students in particular situations—indeed in ways capable of reaching
down to each individual student as a whole person with all uniqueness. The development of
the whole person's educational philosophy in post-secondary pedagogy has been

multiform.

This has been true in ESL education as well, yet, despite being an imprecise goal, it remains
useful as an educational aim for international students seeking English- language education in
the United States. This is true in part because of the widely multi- cultural makeup of the ESL
classroom.

Whole person methodology and eclectic curricular

and extra-curricular

approaches allow for flexibility that enhances the teacher’s ability to meet individual student
needs where the student is at. Echoing the whole-person approach, Yi Yang of the
Massachusetts Department of Education describes the merits of “whole

language

development” in ESL instruction (“Teaching Adult ESL Learners,” Internet TESL Journal,
2005). Yang follows Acuna-Reyes in arguing for “the simultaneous, integrated teaching of
listening, speaking, reading, and writing within a meaningful context” (Acuna- Reyes in Ablex
Publishers, Whole Language and the Bilingual Learner, 1993). Paying attention to the four
language arts skills in complementary, integrated, progressive ways enhances an
understanding of the ESL learner as a human being in all the full, wonderful complexity that
that means. It pays attention to the importance of human culture—both the home culture of
the international student, but also the ways in which English-language classroom education
should be embedded in and complementary with American cultural immersion experiences
for students. The ESL curriculum at ANELI seeks to pay equal attention to reading, writing,
listening, and speaking, and provides students opportunities to experience American culture
through regular local and regional cultural activities and field trips.
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The eclectic classroom instruction—focused in 9 core skill areas—in the ESL program at
American National English Language Institute might be characterized as a combination of
classic direct method of language instruction and more-current communicative approaches.
Professor Hanizah Zainuddin, in “Methods/Approaches of Teaching ESL: A Historical
Overview” (Kendal Hunt Publishers, 2011) describes the direct method as focusing on the
ubiquitous use of the target language, and avoidance of native languages. The students “think
and speak the language.” English-and-English-only shapes the business of each day

in each

classroom in the ESL program. A range of applied individualized topics are chosen by
instructors, but grammar is brought along inductively across the curriculum. Grammar lessons
occur, to be sure, but grammar is all the same folded into a range of student-specific activities,
lessons, discussions, and projects. In ways that parallel popular Writing-Across-

The-

Curriculum methods common in American colleges and universities, the ESL program at
ANELI teaches grammar and critical thinking across a curriculum based on the core
reading, writing, listening, and speaking.

skills of

The direct method emphasizes immersion

experiences in seminal cultural aspects of the country of the target language. This fosters

the

student a realization that language is symbiant with the country that cradles it. How can one
know American English without experiencing the American culture that gave it birth and
character? The ANELI ESL program complements its classroom instruction with frequent
cultural immersion opportunities, locally and regionally. Zainuddin also describes more-recent
developments in communicative theory.

The communicative approach

emphasizes

communication as a very effective means for language acquisition. Likewise, task orientation
gives shape to language instruction by engaging students in real-world lessons that become
meaningful through investment in applications of skills beyond the
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classroom. The student is invited to communicate what the lesson means to him or her in his
or her life. Theories of pedagogical transference help the student to realize that language
acquisition involves much more than the mere acquisition of skills, but involves, in fact, the
development of what it means to be a human being—indeed, what it means to be a whole
person reaching for higher dreams in life. In the communicative approach the student “learns
by doing.” Active learning techniques, therefore, help the student to own and integrate the
lesson into him or herself. These are whole-person character habits that can prepare students
for success in any College or Institute in America—the main program goal for ESL students
at American National English Language Institute.
Program and Curriculum Development Assessment
ANELI is committed to continuous self-reflection and self-assessment, in order to improve
upon the curriculum and to meet the needs of students. The assessment plan is based upon a
series of surveys, given at the end of each term, along with surveys after graduation as well as
yearly curriculum development surveys given to faculty. Every student has the opportunity to
give their feedback on a wide range of communications, student services, course delivery, and
course content issues. Survey vehicles include Student Entrance Survey, End of Course
Surveys, and Graduate Surveys for students and Curriculum Development Surveys for ESL
faculty.
Student Entrance Survey: Given to each Student at the initial placement to collect course
expectations and student long-term goals.
End of Course Surveys: Given to students at the end of each course to evaluate their feedback
on content delivery, syllabi, and textbooks.
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Graduate Surveys: Given to the students at the end of their program, upon graduation, to
evaluate their academic and overall program experiences.
Curriculum Development Surveys: Curriculum review surveys are intended to solicit ESL faculty
input into overall program improvement goals that focus specifically on ongoing curriculum
improvement. Curriculum improvement goals should be consistent with our program and
institutional missions. Periodic review of aligned course goals, course objectives, and student
learning outcomes, including review of instructional materials and methodologies, should be
focused on appropriate mastery of course objectives. This review will be accomplished with
significant faculty input during the third term annually and will be summarized by the Lead
Instructor who will highlight recurring themes or comments

and recommend changes.

Inquiries for more details about the individual teacher assessment and program assessment can
be brought to the Lead Instructor and, if necessary, to the Executive Director.

Executing the Curriculum—General Policies and Procedures
Initial Level Placement
Level placement and sequencing are guided by the mission of the program. Students are
placed into a specific level of the program depending on their performance on the
Cambridge Institute and Michigan Language Assessments CaMLA English Placement Test
(EPT) and on standardized CaMLA writing and speaking placement test.
ESL Placement Test Format
Part 1 Listening / Grammar / Vocabulary / Reading
There is a 60-minute time limit, which includes 80 multiple choice questions. Test‐takers must
manage their time for completing this part of the test.
Listening includes approximately 25 questions. 10 questions in the first section and 15
in the second.
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Grammar includes 20 questions.
Vocabulary includes 20 questions.
Reading includes approximately 15 questions.
Part 2: Writing
There is a 60- minute time limit which includes:
Task 1: Students answer three questions about a topic in a short paragraph format.
Task 2: Students write an opinion or position essay on one specific topic.
Part 3: Speaking
It is a 10-minute interview which includes:
Three questions in part 1
Two questions in part 2.
There is no fee for the ESL Placement Test and instructions on how to take it will be sent to
the applicant’s email address by the Student Services office.
The CaMLA is given at the beginning of student’s studies with the institution as well as at
the end of every term. This allows the institution to gauge a student’s progress in addition to
identifying possible deficiencies in the course materials and instruction offered at each level.
Students are placed into the same level for both Reading, Writing, and Grammar, and for
Listening,
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Speaking, and Vocabulary. They progress through the program in the same level for both
RWG and LSV.
The CaMLA EPT and Speaking and Writing Tests are scored by the following rubrics:
CAMLA Testing Rubrics

CAMLA EPT (LGVR)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

0-20

21-30

31-38

39-52

53-60

61-80

CAMLA Speaking Test (out of 25 total)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

0-3

4-7

8-10

11-16

17-20

21-25

CAMLA Writing Test (out of 40 total)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

0-6

7-11

12-18

19-27

28-33

35-40

The Executive Director and the ESL faculty determine level placement.
Level Changes
Students are usually placed into the correct level. However, during the first week of having started
the level, students who feel they are placed incorrectly can address the Executive Director, who will

review the recommendation and interview the student before making a final decision.

.
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In some instances, students may be placed into an initial level according to the EPT score yet
exhibit advanced skills. Teacher recommendations, based on in-class performance, may be
used to move a student during his or her initial week of the term in order to meet the
student’s needs appropriately.
Re‐Taking the ESL Program Placement Test
Placement tests results are valid for one year.
Applicants who do not get enroll in the program by any circumstances upon having taken the test
and decide to enroll after a year of having taken it, will have to retake the placement test.
Students who stop studying in the program and decide to resume their studies after a year, will
have to retake the placement test as well.
CaMLA Test results are no longer valid after a year.
Ongoing Student Assessment, Level Advancement, and Graduation
Two standards are used to measure student success in moving up from level to level and for
graduation:
1) course grades The student must maintain a C average)
2) appropriate CaMLA scores.
Students wishing successfully to pass a course level and move to the next level must meet
attendance requirements in all Reading, Writing, and Grammar and Listening, Speaking, and
Vocabulary classes. ESL faculty will measure course-specific student performance through
homework, quizzes, midterm exams, final exams, and participation. Writing skills will be
measured for each level by an end-of-term writing assignment that will be scored via a writing
rubric. The score on the rubric will be used to determine the grade for that assignment and
will allow a standardized means for assessing in-class skill advancement from level to level.
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Additionally, oral presentation/speaking skills will be measured for each level by an end-ofterm

oral

presentation/speaking

assignment

that

will

be

scored

via

an

oral

presentation/speaking rubric. Like the writing rubric, the score on the rubric will be used to
determine the grade for that assignment and will allow a standardized means for assessing inclass skill advancement from level to level. Once a student has been initially placed into the
program, and is ready to progress from level to level, global skill development will be measured
by the CaMLA EPT, discussed above. In rare circumstances, should a student be repeatedly
failing to progress and is demonstrating continued inability to meet the required benchmarks
for that level, the Executive Director and/or the Lead Instructor and the ANELI teachers will
consult in order to examine the range of evidence. In such cases, the student may be required
to move to a lower level. The
focus shall be on meeting every individual student’s needs in order to achieve long-term
success.
If a student receives a minimum score of 74, 75, or 76 as a final grade and wishes to retake the
level, they must communicate that to the Executive Director to discuss the issue not later than
72 hours upon level completion.
Tutoring
As a part of meeting every individual student’s needs, ANELI has established a tutoring
program that is free for all students. Tutoring is one significant tool that can help an
individual student who might have specific challenges in one or two core areas, or in specific
skill development. Tutoring can be an excellent means for students to meet these challenges
in ways that contribute to a sense of confidence in overall global skill development. Likewise,
it can be a good way for any student to bring in line strengths in Reading, Writing, and
Grammar and Listening, Speaking, and Vocabulary should there be an imbalance. Indeed,
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tutoring can aid the well-rounded student to accelerate his or her program and achieve higher
results in accelerated ways. The Executive Director and/or the Lead Instructor and the ESL
teachers determine who is in need of tutoring and then work with the Executive Director
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and/or Lead Instructor to schedule tutors and students.
Students can always proactively request tutoring! Once a suitable tutor is found who can
meet an individual student’s needs, that student’s two teachers fill out a Tutoring Request
Form wherein they fill out specific needs the student has, and they fill out specific
recommendations for tutoring activities that can help meet these needs. After each tutoring
session has occurred, the tutors then fill out an account of what was accomplished during the
tutoring session. In this way, the teachers and Executive Director and/or the Lead
Instructor can track the progress of each student in the tutoring program.
Grade Policies, Weekly Schedule, and Grade Reporting
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Grading for each course is set within the percentages in the grade area of the syllabus:
Homework, Quizzes/Tests, Midterm Exam and Final Exam. While there is some room for
pedagogical freedom within ANELI's ESL curriculum, teachers must center their teaching
on the core curriculum as it is shaped by program objectives, course objectives, and student
learning outcomes.
A student’s performance will be assessed using a variety of the areas listed below.
Percentage for the
Course

Area
Final Exam

25%

Tests/Quizzes

30%

Self-Study

15%

Mid-Term Exam

20%

Class Participation

10%

TOTAL

100%

Letter Grade

Points

Explanation

A

94-100

Excellent

B

84-93

Above Average

C

74-83

Average

D

64-73

Below Average

F

63 & Below

Failure
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Resources
Computer lab training is an essential complement to teacher instruction in an ESL
classroom. At least two hours per week should be spent by ESL students in our computer
lab. These experiences provide for significant individual exploration of English-language
skills and can enhance individual student needs. While faculty are free to suggest and use
additional sites periodically, sites currently approved for use in ANELI’s ESL program
include:
Vocaroo.com (speaking and self-assessment)
https://vocaroo.com/
ESL Stories (audio and print news stories):
http://www.eslfast.com/
CNN Student News (audio-visual stories; includes transcripts and comprehension tests):
http://www.cnn.com/studentnews/
Breaking News English (audio-visual and print; ESL lesson plans on current events):
http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/
ESL Games Plus (audio-visual and print; game format ESL lessons):
http://www.eslgamesplus.com/verb-tenses-interactive-grammar-game-for-esljeopardy-quiz-game/
Quizlet (audio-visual and print; game format ESL lessons):
http://quizlet.com/
Storycorps (audio, print, and speaking; NPR-inspired interactive personal story site):
http://storycorps.org/
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NPR (audio-visual, print; news magazine format):
http://www.npr.org/
TED Talks (audio-visual; ideas-based short talks):
http://www.ted.com/talks
Huffington Post (audio-visual and print news stories):
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
Inhabitat (audio-visual and print weblog devoted to technology and sustainability):
http://inhabitat.com/
English Central (audio-visual; a site used by many of our students on their own):
http://www.englishcentral.com/videos#!/index/all/all/easiest/0
Voice of America (audio and print; includes comprehension quizzes):
http://www.manythings.org/voa/
Activities for ESL Students (print; grammar and vocabulary quizzes, including bilingual
quizzes in dozens of languages):
http://a4esl.org/
Academic Integrity
ESL faculty are to discuss with the students the fact that American National English
Language Institute insists on academic integrity. Dishonesty and plagiarism are not
tolerated. Students are not allowed to copy work or use others’ work as their own, in any
form, written or otherwise, or use the words or ideas of another person, without giving that
person the credit. In addition, cheating or copying another student’s work is never
acceptable. ESL faculty are to explain that plagiarism standards may be different in
American college and university classrooms—including ESL classrooms—than they are in a
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student’s home country and emphasize that the student must know what the standards are.
Per the ANELI Student Catalog and Handbook, penalties for academic integrity violations
can include receiving a “0” on an assignment, suspension from class, suspension from the
Institute, expulsion from class or expulsion from the Institute. Appropriate disciplinary action
will be determined by the Campus Director with a recommendation from the instructor.
Late Assignment Policy
The ESL program at ANELI allows late assignments only for substantial reasons. Late
assignments (homework, quizzes, presentations) will be reduced one full letter grade per day
after the assignment is due. Exams can only be made up for documented emergency reasons.
Maintaining I-20 Status
While it is the responsibility of the international student at ANELI to maintain his or her I20 documents, ANELI faculty should be aware of the issues involved. Faculty will be aware
of and support the I-20 policies as they are laid out in the ANELI Student Catalog and
Handbook. ESL faculty should report any student immigration issues to the Executive
Director and/or Lead Instructor.
Student Attendance
Full attendance and regular participation in classes are essential. In order to maintain full
time F-1 visa status, students must be enrolled in classes. The US Department of Homeland
Security does not allow students to take a term off without leaving the country. If a student
is not enrolled each term in ANELI classes, he or she must return immediately to his or her
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country. Failure to enroll and attend classes each term will result in immediate termination
of the I-20. ANELI faculty must submit attendance daily through the Faculty portal link on
the ANELI main website. The attendance records, once recorded, are available to students
through the student portal. ANELI teachers should encourage students to check it often!
To pass a course, students must attend at least 80% of class hours and miss no more than 36 class hours
per term. This policy will be on each class syllabus as well. ANELI faculty should encourage students
not to take days off for minor reasons; it is better to save them in case emergencies arise late in the term.
A warning letter is sent to students at 12 hours missed and a meeting with the teacher is arranged. A
second warning letter is sent to students at 24 hours missed and a meeting with Students Services office is
arranged to discuss the issue. A third and last warning letter is sent to students at 36 hours missed and a
meeting with the Executive Director will be arranged to discuss the issue. If a student misses 48 hours

of classes at any time during the term, a letter of dismissal will be issued by the ESL Executive
Director and the student may not be reinstated.
Any exception to this policy will only be approved by the ANELI Executive Director.
The ANELI Executive Director and/or Lead Instructor will enforce the following policy from
the ANELI Student Catalog and Handbook: “The student must have positive attendance
posted for a class by the second week of the term or the student may be dropped.” Students
with significant absences early

in the term will be dropped. It is the responsibility of the

student to find out from other students or from the instructor what topics, assignments, and
homework were missed. A student who has been absent should promptly ask the teacher if he
or she can turn in late work or make-up a quiz or test—see the late assignment policy above.
ANELI teachers should encourage students to plan ahead and to schedule travel and vacation
so that they do not interfere with their education. Since IELTS and TOEFL exams are all
considered a part of studies in the ANELI program, documented registration for these exams
allow the student to be counted as present on the day of the exam only.
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Attendance and Academic Performance Policies – SACM Students
ANELI faculty will be aware that the Executive Director and/or Lead Instructor is
authorized by SACM to request withholding of student stipends for poor attendance at any
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point in the term. Likewise, the Executive Director and/or Lead Instructor is authorized by
SACM to request withholding of student stipends for poor student motivation or poor
academic performance. Student stipends will only be restored by written authorization sent
from the Executive Director and/or Lead Instructor to SACM after the student has
demonstrated improvement.
Student Advising and FERPA
The Executive Director and/or Lead Instructor will work together with the ANELI faculty
to advise students in academic matters. Formal advising sessions are captured in a Student
Advising Form that is kept in the ANELI office. Student services (housing, insurance,
transportation, financial issues, etc.) are handled in the ANELI office. ANELI faculty must
be aware of Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) requirements with regard
to student privacy as they are laid out in the ANELI Student Catalog and Handbook and in
the ANELI Faculty Handbook.
Religious observances
Great respect is given to the importance of all religious holidays, yet in the ANELI Student
Catalog and Handbook there is never such a thing as an excused absence, except for taking
the TOEFL or IELTS examinations. We give no excused absence for any religious holiday,
but can, if the teacher or teachers wish it, celebrate as a part of class. If a student wishes to
be absent for a religious holiday, he or she should be responsible for absences ahead of time
so that the absence will not affect performance in class or affect immigration status.
Cultural Activities Policies
Cultural activities are important opportunities to enhance English language proficiency and
to experience English-speaking American culture. Staff and faculty work hard at arranging
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these activities. ANELI faculty should support field trips by incorporating, if possible, some
elements from the trips themselves into classroom instruction, classroom conversations, or
even class assignments. Occasional larger field trips are offered as a part of the culturalcontextual-based ESL program at ANELI, and students are encouraged to take advantage of
these opportunities. The ANELI faculty should plan to go on these cultural immersion trips in
order to help bring the curriculum to life. ANELI faculty take a leading role in planning and
executing these experiential opportunities. Leading up to the trips classroom content should
be shaped in anticipation of the experiences students will have. Likewise, content should be
planned during the trip, and after. Specific policies about these larger trips are shared with
students as the trip is being planned. Additionally, ANELI faculty

may plan day-trips out

into the community up to two times during the term. These trips should bear some educational
merit and be used within the course content.
Inclement Weather
All American National English Language Institute faculty and staff care about student safety.
For adverse weather conditions (snow, floods, and other extreme weather conditions), check
the local TV stations and radio stations and update cell phone contact information to find out
if classes are canceled. If classes are canceled or delayed due to weather, they must be made
up. The class time will be made up either after normal class time or, occasionally, on a Friday.
Substitute Teachers
ANELI instructors should make every effort to inform the Executive Director and/or Lead
Instructor in a timely fashion if a substitute teacher is needed. That includes both scheduled
personal absences—let the Executive Director and/or Lead Instructor know as early as
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possible—but also unforeseen absences due to illness or family conflicts (sick children,
children’s school closures, etc.).
Communication
ESL instructors should check all mail and messages regularly, including emails and written
communications. Although the Executive Director and/or Lead Instructor may be in touch
with ANELI faculty via phone text, official correspondence (concerns about students, concern
about employment issues, other job-related concerns, etc.) should occur through the ANELI
email system so that a record can be kept about such matters.
ESL Academic Calendar
ESL academic calendars are maintained on the ANELI website: (http://esl.an.edu). Moredetailed ANELI ESL faculty/staff calendar is below. This calendar establishes term-by- term
regular ESL faculty meetings, ESL curriculum development meetings, leveling-up meetings,
CaMLA tests, holidays, end-of-course surveys, student-opinion surveys, graduate surveys, ESL
faculty curriculum review surveys, and grade reports. Periodic professional development
sessions will also be required as a part of each teacher’s professional development plan.
Meeting
ESL Faculty Meetings
ESL Curriculum
Development Meetings
Leveling Up Meetings & Final
Grade Reports Due
CaMLA EPTs
Student End of Course Survey
Graduate Survey

Tentative Date
Once a Term
Once a Term
Final Week of Term
Initial Placement: Prior to
the first week of enrollment
Level Advancement: Final
Week of Term
Final Week of Term
Given to students who
graduate level 6
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Administered/Overseen By
Executive Director or Lead
Instructor and Faculty
Executive Director or Lead
Instructor and Faculty
Executive Director or Lead
Instructor and Faculty
Faculty
Staff
Staff

ESL Faculty Curriculum
Review Survey
Student Needs Assessment
Survey
Student Graduate Survey

January & July: Week 1
Prior to the first week of
enrollment
Prior to leaving the
program

Executive Director or Lead
Instructor and Faculty
Faculty
Staff

Level-by-level Objectives, SLOs, Assessments Spreadsheets
Level-by-level spreadsheets are found below which layout the course objectives, student
learning outcomes, and means of assessment. (SLOs are currently under revision as of May
2020)
Course Level and Number Course Objectives

ESL Level 1

Student Learning Outcomes

Means of Assessment
Assessment Tools

Reading

Reading Comprehension/Critical Thinking

ESL1101Beginning English-- -Use basic comprehension strategies when reading

-Use basic phonetic strategies when reading and spelling

-Recognize various reading sources (tickets, movie Course-specific
posters, online dialogue, chronological

Reading and Writing

-Read and demonstrate comprehension of beginner level

instructions, 2-paragraph readings, etc.)

-Homework

materials—identify main ideas and some supporting details; answer -Knowledge-based skills (recall information,

-Quizzes

questions; retelling
Writing

-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam

discovery, observation, etc.)
-Comprehension-based skills (understanding,

-Build vocabulary from text and readers—produce a vocabulary bank translating, summarizing, demonstrating, etc.)

-Participation

-Follow basic rules governing construction of a sentence: subjectverb agreement, pronunciation, and use of various parts of speech
(beginning level)
-Complete various writing activities (templates, picture description,
cloze passages, etc.) at beginner’s level
Grammar
-Introduction to 8 parts of speech (beginning level) --recognize and
use nouns, verbs, pronouns, and adjectives in a text
-Identify and correct simple errors of subject-verb agreement when

Global Skill
Development
-Michigan Test
-Writing Rubrics

Paragraph to Essay Writing Skills
-Master basic sentence structure
-Appropriate use single verbs in a sentence
-Recognize and correct subject-verb agreement
Verb Tenses
-Use Simple Present tense
-Use Present Progressive tense
Irregular Verbs
-Use Be, Have, Do, Go, etc.
Types of Sentences

editing sentences
-use the present and present progressive tenses correctly in speaking -Recognize and use simple sentences
and writing activities

ESL Level 1

Listening
-Determine main ideas, details, and overall organization of listening

Listening Comprehension/Critical Thinking
-Recognize vocabulary words in listening

Assessment Tools
Course-specific

ESL2201 Beginning English-- passages in class and assigned as homework

passages

Listening and Speaking

-Understand basic classroom instructions and skills

-Determine main ideas, basic details, and overall

Speaking

organization of listening passages and classroom -Quizzes

-Be able to talk about personal background
-Answer opinion questions about aspects of academic life
-Clearly ask questions of the instructor when needed
-Engage in classroom discussions

Vocabulary

-Homework

Skills instructions
Oral Presentation/
Speaking Skills

-Contribute to basic life
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-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam
-Participation Global Skill

skills discussions
-Contribute to basic classroom instruction and

skills discussions

Development

-Build vocabulary from text and readers—produce a vocabulary bank -Satisfactorily participate in classroom
-Master definitions of, and appropriately use vocabulary words in
written assignments, presentations, and in classroom discussions
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conversations
Vocabulary
-Recognize, define, and appropriately use
vocabulary from growing vocabulary bank
Parts of Speech
-Appropriately use count and non-count nouns,
pronouns, regular and irregular verbs, and
adjectives

-Michigan Test
-Oral Presentation
Rubrics

Course Level and Number Course Objectives

ESL Level 2
ESL1102 Foundations of
English--Reading and
Writing

Student Learning Outcomes

Reading
-Master phonetic strategies when reading and spelling
-Continue to develop comprehension strategies when reading
-Read and demonstrate comprehension of more-complex beginner
level materials—identify main ideas and some supporting details;
answer questions; retelling
Writing

Reading Comprehension/Critical Thinking
-Introduction to various reading sources (tickets,
movie posters, online dialogue, chronological
instructions, 3-paragraph readings, etc.)
-Knowledge-based skills (recall information,
discovery, observation, etc.)
-Comprehension-based skills (understanding,

Means of Assessment
Assessment Tools
Course-specific
-Homework
-Quizzes
-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam

-Build vocabulary from text, readers, and previous level—continue to translating, summarizing, demonstrating, etc.)

-Participation

develop vocabulary bank
-Follow basic rules governing construction of more-complex

Global Skill
Development

Paragraph to Essay Writing Skills
-Structure basic and compound sentences

sentences: subject-verb agreement, pronunciation, and use of various -Single/double subject and verb usage
parts of speech (beginning level)
-Recognize and correct subject-verb agreement
Verb Tenses
-Complete various writing activities (templates, picture description,
cloze passages, etc.) at beginner’s level
-Master Simple Present and Present Progressive
Grammar
Tenses
-Use Past Tense, Future Tense, Modals
-Recognize and use 8 parts of speech including nouns, verbs,
pronouns, adjectives, conjunctions, and interjections
Irregular Verbs
-Identify subject-verb agreement errors and be able to use subject-Use additional verbs building on previous level
verb agreement correctly in assignments
Types of Sentences
-Recognize and use simple sentences
use the present, present progressive, past, and future tenses, and
modal verbs correctly in speaking and writing activities

-Michigan Test
-Writing Rubrics

ESL2202 Foundations of
English--Listening and

Listening
-Determine number of speakers, main ideas, details, and overall
organization of listening passages in class and assigned as
homework

Listening Comprehension/Critical Thinking
-Recognize vocabulary words in listening
passages
-Determine main ideas, basic details, and overall

Speaking

-Understand classroom instructions and skills

organization of listening passages and classroom -Quizzes

Speaking

skills instructions

ESL Level 2

Assessment Tools
Course-specific
-Homework

-Midterm Exam

-Beable to talk about personal background, the world around us, etc. Oral Presentation/Speaking Skills

-Final Exam

-Answer more-complex questions about aspects of academic life
-Clearly ask questions of theinstructor when needed
-Engage in more-complex classroom discussions
-Receive and provide peer-feedback
Vocabulary

-Participation
Global Skill
Development
-Michigan Test

-Contribute to basic life skills discussions
-Contribute to basic classroom instruction and
skills discussions
-Satisfactorily participate in classroom
conversations
Vocabulary

-Continue to build vocabulary bank from text and readers

-Master definitions of, and appropriately use vocabulary words in
written assignments, presentations, and in classroom discussions
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-Recognize, define, and appropriately use
vocabulary from vocabulary bank built upon
previous level
Parts of Speech
-Appropriately use count and non-count nouns,
pronouns, regular and irregular verbs, adjectives,
conjunctions, and interjections

-Oral Presentation
Rubrics

Course Level and Number Course Objectives

ESL Level 3
ESL1103 Intermediate
English I--Reading and
Writing

Student Learning Outcomes

Reading
-Make basic inferences from reading selections
-Continue to develop comprehension strategies when reading
-Read and demonstrate comprehension of intermediate
materials—identify main ideas and supporting details; asking
questions; retelling
Writing

Reading Comprehension/Critical Thinking
-Develop comprehension of more complex reading
sources (introductory academic cultural sources,
multi-paragraph readings, etc.)
-Knowledge-based skills (restate information,
discovery, observation, etc.)
-Comprehension-based skills of intermediate

Means of Assessment
Assessment Tools
Course-specific
-Homework
-Quizzes
-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam

-Build vocabulary from text, readers, and previous level—continue to readings (understanding, translating, summarizing,

-Participation

develop vocabulary bank
-Follow basic rules governing construction of more-complex
sentences: subject-verb agreement, and use of various parts of
speech, including prepositions, phrases (intermediate level)
-Complete more-complex writing activities at intermediate level
including thesis-driven, 2-3 paragraph assignments
Grammar

Global Skill
Development
-Michigan Test
-Writing Rubrics

demonstrating, etc.)
Paragraph to Essay Writing Skills
-Develop 2-3 paragraph topic-sentence-driven
writings with simple/compound sentences and
dependent/independent clauses wth conclusions
Verb Tenses
-Master Present and Past Perfect Tenses

-Review simple and compound sentences, and independent/main and -Use Past Tense, Future Tense, Modals
dependent/subordinate clauses
Irregular Verbs
-Use additional verbs building on previous levels
-Master 8 parts of speech including nouns, verbs, pronouns,
adjectives, conjunctions, interjections, prepositions & adverbs
Types of Sentences
-Use the present, present progressive, past, future, and present and
-Recognize and use compound sentences with
past perfect tenses, and modal auxiliaries correctly in speaking and independent and dependent clauses
writing activities

ESL Level 3
ESL2202 Intermediate
English I--Listening and
Speaking

Listening

Listening Comprehension/Critical Thinking

Assessment Tools

-Develop note-taking skills and anticipate content from live lecture or -Recognize vocabulary in listening passages

Course-specific

speech or audio-visual media
-Recognize word endings, reductions, syllable stress, and intonation
in listening exercises
Speaking
-Use correct intonation in sentences and questions
-Initiate and participate in formal and informal discussions
-Receive and provide peer-feedback
Vocabulary
-Continue to build vocabulary bank from text and readers
-Master definitions of, and appropriately use vocabulary words in
written assignments, presentations, and in classroom discussions

-Homework
-Quizzes
-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam
-Participation
Global Skill
Development
-Michigan Test
-Oral Presentation

-Summarize main ideas, basic details, and overall
organization of intermediate listening passages
-Recognize inferences and predictions
Oral Presentation/Speaking Skills
-Contribute to intermediate-level classroom
instruction and skills discussions
-Satisfactorily participate in classroom
conversations
-Demonstrate critical thought through basic oral
presentations
Vocabulary
-Recognize, define, and appropriately use vocabulary
from vocabulary bank built upon previous levels

Parts of Speech
-Master and appropriately use in phrases count and
non-count nouns, pronouns, regular and irregular
verbs, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions,
interjections, and prepositions
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Rubrics

Course Level and Number Course Objectives

ESL Level 4
ESL1104 Intermediate
English II--Reading and
Writing

ESL Level 4
ESL2204 Intermediate
English II--Listening and
Speaking

Student Learning Outcomes

Reading
-Make inferences and predictions from reading selections
-Continue to develop comprehension strategies when reading
-Read and demonstrate comprehension of intermediate
materials—identify main ideas and supporting details; asking
questions; summarizing
Writing

Reading Comprehension/Critical Thinking
-Develop comprehension strategies for complex
academic and cultural reading sources
-Use narrative, descriptive, and expository rhetorical
modes
-Knowledge-based skills (restate information,
discovery, observation, connecting ideas, etc.)

Means of Assessment
Assessment Tools
Course-specific
-Homework
-Quizzes
-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam

-Build vocabulary from text, readers, and previous level—continue to -Comprehension-critical-thought-based skills of

-Participation

develop vocabulary bank
-Master more-advanced rules governing construction of complex
sentences: subject-verb agreement, and use of various parts of
speech (intermediate level)
-Complete more-complex writing activities at intermediate level
including thesis-driven, 5 paragraph assignments
Grammar
-Master complex-compound sentences
-Master use of prepositions, phrases, and adverbs
-Use the present, present progressive, past, future, and present and
past perfect tenses, modal auxiliaries, gerunds & infinitives, and
noun and adjective clauses correctly in speaking and writing
activities

intermediate readings (understanding, translating,
summarizing, demonstrating, etc.)
Paragraph to Essay Writing Skills
-Develop 5 paragraph thesis-driven writings with
multiple sentence types contained in introduction,
body paragraphs, and conclusion
Verb Tenses
-Master Past Tense, Future Tense, Modals
-Use Passive Voice
Irregular Verbs
-Use additional verbs building on previous levels
Types of Sentences
-Master usage of compound-complex sentences

Global Skill
Development
-Michigan Test
-Writing Rubrics

Listening
-Master note-taking skills and predict content from live lecture or
speech or audio-visual media
-Recognize word endings, reductions, syllable stress, and intonation
in listening exercises
-Draw conclusions from focused listening exercises
Speaking
-Use correct intonation in sentences and questions, including basic
use of narrative, descriptive and rhetorical modes
-Initiate and participate in more-comples formal and informal
discussions
-Receive and provide peer-feedback
Vocabulary
-Continue to build vocabulary bank from text and readers
-Recognize vocabulary from growing vocabular bank in extended
listening exercises
-Master definitions of, and appropriately use vocabulary words in
written assignments, presentations, and in classroom discussions

Listening Comprehension/Critical Thinking
-Recognize vocabulary in listening passages
-Summarize main ideas, basic details, and overall
organization of intermediate listening passages
-Employ interences and predictions in conclusions
Oral Presentation/Speaking Skills
-Contribute to intermediate-level, complex classroom
discussions
-Use critical thought and narrative, descriptive,
expository rhetorical modes in oral presentations
Vocabulary
-Recognize, define, and appropriately use vocabulary
from vocabulary bank built upon previous levels
Parts of Speech
-Master and appropriately use in phrases count and
non-count nouns, pronouns, regular and irregular
verbs, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions,
interjections, and prepositions

Assessment Tools
Course-specific
-Homework
-Quizzes
-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam
-Participation
Global Skill
Development
-Michigan Test
-Oral Presentation
Rubrics
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Course Level and Number Course Objectives Related to TOEFL and IELTS Exams

Student Learning Outcomes

ESL Level 5

Reading

Reading Comprehension/Critical Thinking

ESL1105 Introduction to

-Make inferences and predictions from reading selections
-Continue to develop comprehension and critical thought strategies

-Use preview of subheadings, thesis, body sentence, and
conclusions to enhance comprehension and problem

TOEFL--Reading and

when reading academic sources

solving

Writing

-Read and demonstrate comprehension of more advanced

-Use charts, graphic organizers, annotations, highlights

materials—identify and chart main ideas and supporting details;
asking questions; summarizing
Writing

to connect ideas across readings and to understand
purpose, organization, and bias
-Relate and apply new information to student's own

Means of Assessment
Assessment Tools
Course-specific
-Homework
-Quizzes
-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam
-Participation

-Build vocabulary from text, readers, and previous level—continue to experiences, and identify similarities and differences,

Global Skill

develop vocabulary bank
-Master more-complex rules governing construction of coherent,
integrated, rhetorically-consistant academic writing
-Complete more-complex writing activities at advanced level
including thesis-driven, 5 paragraph academic assignments
Grammar
-Master use of all parts of speech and academic vocabulary from

Development
-Michigan Test
-Writing Rubrics
-TOEFL/IELTS component
skill equivalencies

compare and contrast with readings
Paragraph to Essay Writing Skills
-Develop thesis-driven descriptive, narrative,
problem/solution, compare/contrast, cause/effect,
opinion, narrative, and persuasive essays
Verb Tenses
-Master Past, Present, and Future Simple, Progressive,

prior levels in more complex academic reading, writing, listening and Perfect and Perfect Progressive
speaking measured relative to TOEFL and IELTS proficiency exams
-Master Passive Voice and Modals
Irregular Verbs
-Recognize and be able to think critically about grammatical forms
-Use additional verbs building on previous levels
used in academic writing and oral presentations
Types of Sentences
-Continue usage of compound-complex sentences

ESL Level 5

Listening

Listening Co mprehension/Critical Think ing

-Master note-taking skills, predict content, and understand bias from
passages

ESL2205 Introduction to
TOEFL--Listening and
Speaking

academic lectures, speeches, or audio-visual media
-Recognize word endings, reductions, syllable stress, and intonation
in listening exercises
-Draw conclusions from focused listening exercises
Speaking
-Use correct intonation in sentences and questions, including moreadvanced use of narrative, descriptive and rhetorical modes
-Initiate and participate in more-complex academic discussion and
analyses
-Receive and provide peer-feedback

Vocabulary
-Continue to build vocabulary bank from texts, readers, and
academic word list
-Recognize and appropriately use vocabulary from growing
vocabular bank in extended listening exercises
-Master definitions of, and appropriately use vocabulary words in
reading, writing, listening, and speaking academic assignments
related to TOEFL and IELTS profieciency exams
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-Use vocabulary in academic listening

Assessment Tools
Course-specific

-Summarize and paraphrase main ideas, details, and
overall organization of more advanced academic
Listening p a s s a g e s
-Listen for reasons, bias, mood, tone, contrast and
comparison, signal words, and causes and effects
Oral Presentation/Speaking Skills
-Contribute to academic classroom discussions
-Use critical thought and narrative, descriptive,
expository rhetorical modes in academic oral
presentations

-Homework
-Quizzes
-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam
-Participation
Global Skill
Development
-Michigan Test

Vocabulary

-Oral Presentation
Rubrics
-TOEFL/IELTS component
skill equivalencies

-Recognize, define, and appropriately use vocabulary
from vocabulary bank built upon previous levels
Parts of Speech
-Master and appropriately use in phrases count and
non-count nouns, pronouns, regular and irregular verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, interjections, and
prepositions

Course Level and Number Course Objectives Related to TOEFL and IELTS Exams

ESL Level 6

Student Learning Outcomes

Reading
-Make inferences and predictions from advanced academic reading

ESL1106 TOEFL Preparation- selections
-Reading and Writing

Reading Comprehension/Critical Thinking
-Identify structure, subjective elements, key words and
phrases as they relate to author's main idea in a variety

-Master comprehension and critical thought strategies when reading of academic materials including non-fiction, academic

-Homework

academic sources
-Read and demonstrate comprehension of advanced academic

journal articles, science, art, political, news,
biographical, literary, and short story works

-Quizzes
-Midterm Exam

materials—identify and chart main ideas and supporting details;

-Use charts, graphic organizers, annotations, highlights

asking questions; summarizing, analyzing, and forming opinions
Writing

to connect ideas across readings and to understand
purpose, organization, and bias

-Master vocabulary from text, readers, previous levels, and academic Paragraph to Essay Writing Skills
word lists
-Master complex rules governing construction of coherent,
integrated, rhetorically-consistant academic writing
-Complete complex writing activities at advanced level including
thesis-driven, rhetorically-sophisiticated, 5 paragraph academic
assignments
Grammar
-Master use of all parts of speech and academic vocabulary from
prior levels in complex academic reading, writing, listening and
speaking relative to TOEFL and IELTS proficiency exams
-Recognize and be able to think critically about grammatical forms
used in academic writing and oral presentations

ESL Level 6

-Master thesis-driven descriptive, narrative,
problem/solution, compare/contrast, cause/effect,
opinion, narrative, and persuasive essays
Verb Tenses
-Master Past, Present, and Future Simple, Progressive,
Perfect and Perfect Progressive
-Master Passive Voice and Modals
Irregular Verbs
-Master additional verbs building on previous levels
Types of Sentences
-Master usage of compound-complex sentences
Listening Comprehension/Critical Thinking

-Final Exam
-Participation
Global Skill
Development
-Michigan Test
-Writing Rubrics
-TOEFL/IELTS component
skill equivalencies

Listening

Assessment Tools

-Master note-taking skills, predict content, and understand bias from -Use vocabulary in academic listening passages

Course-specific

ESL2206TOEFL Preparation- academic lectures, speeches, or audio-visual media
-Listening and Speaking

Means of Assessment
Assessment Tools
Course-specific

-Summarize and paraphrase main ideas, details, and

-Recognize and use natural speech, connections and details between
topics, stance and function, inferences and conclusions, and
outlining assumptions, descriptions, classifications, chronologies,
and similar meanings
Speaking
-Use correct intonation in sentences and questions, including
advanced use of narrative, descriptive and rhetorical modes
-Initiate and participate in complex academic discussion and
analyses
-Receive and provide peer-feedback
Vocabulary

-Complete and master vocabulary bank from texts, readers, and
academic word lists
-Recognize and appropriately use vocabulary from growing
vocabular bank in extended listening exercises
-Master definitions of, and appropriately use vocabulary words in
reading, writing, listening, and speaking academic assignments
relative to TOEFL and IELTS profieciency exams
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overall organization of more advanced academic
listening passages
-Listen for reasons, bias, opinions, similarities
regarding same issue, morals, values, contrast and
comparison, signal words, and causes and effects
Oral Presentation/Speaking Skills
-Contribute to academic classroom discussions
-Use critical thought and narrative, descriptive,
expository rhetorical modes in academic oral
presentations
Vocabulary

-Recognize, define, and appropriately use vocabulary
from vocabulary bank built upon previous levels
Parts of Speech
-Master and appropriately use in phrases count and
non-count nouns, pronouns, regular and irregular verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, interjections, and
prepositions

-Homework
-Quizzes
-Midterm Exam
-Final Exam
-Participation
Global Skill
Development
-Michigan Test
-Oral Presentation
Rubrics

-TOEFL/IELTS component
skill equivalencies

DUAL ENROLLMENT
It is designated for students who test at level 6 or higher in the CAMLA (Cambridge Michigan
Language Assessment) and reside in the U.S., who have the desire to enroll in an academic
program at American National University (ANU). These students will only pay tuition to
attend classes provided by ANU, which means that there will not be any tuition cost for their
ESL classes). American National University can accept international students into the DUAL
enrollment as long as they satisfactorily complete ANELI’s level 5 or higher. Please see below:

ANELI Level

CEFR Level

1
2
3
4
5
6

A1
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

Q: Skills Textbook
Intro
1
2
3
4
5

FACULTY AND STAFF ROLES
Every faculty member needs to be appointed to teach individual courses. The approval process
requires obtaining original official transcripts and resume. Each instructor will receive a copy of
their approved course list upon evaluation.
RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The faculty have the following rights:

1.

To be respected by their students and colleagues.

2. To receive regular feedback on classroom ability.
3.

To feel a part of each graduate’s success and to learn of that success.

The faculty have the following privileges:

1.

All fringe benefits applicable to their employment status.
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2. All professional growth opportunities offered by the Institute.
3. Academic freedom.
4.

Use of Institute equipment for projects related to the Institute.

The faculty have the following responsibilities:

1. To be qualified and prepared to teach course assignments.
2. To be available during office hours.
3. To contribute to faculty curriculum decisions.
4. To respect the goals and aspirations of the students.
5. To ensure the care of all equipment used by students or under their care.
6. To ensure that they do their utmost to help each student achieve his/her maximum
potential.

7. To utilize the Learning Management System for course material and grade book.

ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAMS
Background
The delivery of programs to students is accomplished at American National English
Language Institute by its faculty. The Institute has two specific classifications of faculty: fulltime appointed faculty and adjunct faculty. Full-time appointed faculty members are
normally expected to be available for up to 5 terms. The Institute is their principal employer.
The Institute Executive Director upon recommendation of the Lead Instructor makes all full
faculty appointments. Adjunct faculty members teach a more flexible schedule of classes,
have varying term assignments, and may have full-time employment elsewhere.
Summary
The principal operational responsibility for the administration of programs falls directly to
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the Executive Director. Both adjunct and full-time appointed faculty members report directly
to their Lead instructor. In addition to his or her teaching responsibilities as a faculty member,
the Lead Instructor’s duties include academic oversight of the curriculum area, administrative
evaluation of departmental faculty, and advising of students.
Lead Instructors report directly to the Executive Director who reports to the Chair of the
Board of Directors for ANELI.
Academic Governance
The Lead Instructor has a responsibility and authority in matters of academic
governance. As part of the administration of academic programs, all faculty will participate
in the development of the educational programs in areas such as the selection of course
materials, instructional equipment, and other educational resources. They will also be
involved in the systematic evaluation and revision of the curriculum, assessment of student
learning outcomes and planning for institutional effectiveness.
Class Size Ratio
Each class may not have more than 25 students enrolled to ensure that the ratio does not
exceed 25 students to one instructor, although best practices suggest no more than 10
students to one instructor.
Faculty Hiring
In addition to the interview questions and answers and writing samples, to ensure that
instructors have higher English Proficiency levels, American National English Language
Institute requires one of the following:


IELTS: 6.5 or higher, or



TOEFL: 71 or higher on Internet-based test, or
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A minimum of C-1 or higher English proficiency level identified within the Common
European Framework of Reference (CEFR) Standards and assessed through various
ESOL examinations, or



A transcript indicating completion of at least 30 semester credit hours with an average
grade of “B” or higher at an institution accredited by an agency recognized by the
United States Secretary of Education and/or the Council for Higher Education
Accreditation (CHEA)

This will have to be provided prior to any new hire faculty appointments.

FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
To facilitate supervision of the programs as well as supervision of the faculty themselves, a
system of faculty classification has been implemented. All faculty are classified as either
Adjunct Faculty or Appointed Faculty.
Adjunct faculty are characterized by the Institute not being their principal employer or
furnishing them an official appointment notice.
A) Adjunct Faculty:


Employment - pay on an hourly basis for classroom teaching.



Attend faculty in-service and faculty meetings (compensated for such).



Probably has full-time employment elsewhere, (but not necessarily).



Flexible schedule of classes



Term assignments vary as the institution's needs vary and the instructor's availability
changes.
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Appointed faculty is characterized by the Institute being their principal or only employer,
teaching a specified minimum number of classes per term for a minimum number of terms,
and otherwise being offered, and accepting an official appointment by the Institute.
A) Full Faculty Appointment


The Institute is the principal employer.



The instructor is normally expected to be available to teach for up to 5 terms.



Compensation will generally be hourly for actual classroom instruction time.



All appointments to these positions will be made by the Executive Director upon
recommendation of the Lead Instructor. Letters of appointment will be issued.

B) Lead Instructor - Faculty Appointment to include program (curriculum) supervision.


The Institute is the principal employer.



The instructor is normally expected to be available for up to 5 terms.



Faculty members will agree to maintain 4 hours per week of office availability in
addition to their actual classroom time.



Faculty members will be assigned to a major curricular area based on their
professional and academic preparation. At the campus level, duties will include
academic oversight of the curriculum area, and advising of students.



Compensation will generally be hourly for actual classroom instruction time.



All appointments to these positions will be made by the Executive Director.

C) These classifications cannot be assumed to be all-encompassing. Present appointments
or future needs will dictate individual variances from these categories.
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DISCRIMINATION AND HARASSMENT
General Statement of Policy
It is the policy of American National English Language Institute to maintain an
environment that is free from discrimination and harassment based on age, disability,
ethnicity, marital status, race, religion, sex, or sexual orientation for both students and
employees. The Institute prohibits any form of discrimination or harassment based on
whole or in part on age, disability, ethnicity, marital status, race, religion, sex, or sexual
orientation.
It shall be a violation of this policy for any student, instructor, administrator or other Institute
personnel to discriminate against or to harass a student, instructor, administrator or other
Institute personnel through conduct or communication of a sexual nature or regarding age,
disability, ethnicity, marital status, race, religion, sex, or sexual orientation.
The Institute will act to investigate all complaints, either formal or informal, verbal or written,
of discrimination or harassment based in whole or in part on age, disability, ethnicity, marital
status, race, religion, sex, or sexual orientation, and to discipline or take appropriate action
against any student, instructor, administrator or other Institute personnel who is found to
have violated this policy.
Reporting Procedures
Any person who believes he or she has been the victim of discrimination or harassment
prohibited by this policy, or any other person with knowledge or belief of conduct which may
constitute a violation of this policy, should report the alleged acts immediately to an
appropriate Institute official. The Institute encourages written reports, but oral reports shall
be considered complaints as well. The Lead Instructor is the person responsible for receiving
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reports of discrimination or harassment at the campus level. Any personnel who receive
reports of discrimination or harassment shall inform the Lead Instructor immediately. The
Executive Director is the person responsible for receiving reports of discrimination or
harassment at the administrative services level. Any administrative services personnel who
receive reports of discrimination or harassment shall inform the Executive Director
immediately.
Upon receipt of a report, the Lead Instructor must notify the Executive Director immediately,
without first screening or investigating the report. The Lead Instructor may request, but may
not insist upon, a written complaint. Any written report will be forwarded immediately to
the Executive Director. If the report was given verbally, the Lead instructor shall personally
reduce it to written form within 24 hours and forward it to the Executive Director. Failure to
forward any discrimination or harassment complaint or report as provided herein will result
in disciplinary action against the Lead Instructor.
If the report of discrimination or harassment involves the Lead Instructor, or if the alleged
acts involve other than Institute personnel, the report should be made to the Executive
Director. If the alleged acts involve the Executive Director, the report should be made to the
Chair of Board of Directors. Nothing in this policy shall prevent any person from reporting
discrimination or harassment directly to the Lead Instructor, Executive Director, or Chair of
the Board of Directors.
Upon receipt of a report, the Executive Director will notify the Board of Directors and the
Chair of the Board of Directors immediately.
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Investigation
All reports will be referred for investigation by the Chair of Board of Directors or, at his
direction, the Executive Director. The investigation may be conducted by Institute officials
or by a third party designated by the Chair of Board of Directors.
The investigation may consist of personal interviews with the complainant, the individual(s)
against whom the complaint is filed, and others who may have knowledge of the alleged
incident(s) or circumstances giving rise to the complaint. The investigation may also consist
of any other methods and documents deemed pertinent by the investigator.
In determining whether alleged conduct constitutes a violation of this policy, the Institute
should consider the surrounding circumstances, the nature of the behavior, past incidents or
past or continuing patterns of behavior, the relationships between the parties involved, and
the context in which the alleged incidents occurred. Whether a particular action or incident
constitutes a violation of this policy requires a determination based on all the facts and
surrounding circumstances.
In addition, the Institute may take immediate steps, at its discretion, to protect the
complainant, students, instructors, administrators or other Institute personnel pending
completion of an investigation.
The investigation will be completed as soon as practicable. The investigator shall make a
written report to the Chair of the Board of Directors upon completion of the investigation.
The report shall include a determination of whether the allegations have been substantiated
as factual and whether they appear to be violations of this policy.
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Action
Upon receipt of a report, the Institute will take appropriate action. Such action may include
but is not limited to no action, warning, suspension, exclusion, expulsion, transfer,
remediation, termination or discharge.
Reprisal
The Institute will discipline or take appropriate action against any student, instructor,
administrator or other Institute personnel who retaliates against any person who reports
discrimination or harassment, or who retaliates against any person who testifies, assists or
participates in an investigation, or who testifies, assists or participates in a proceeding or
hearing relating to such discrimination or harassment. Retaliation includes, but is not limited
to, any form of intimidation, reprisal or harassment.

ACCOMMODATION POLICY
American National English Language Institute recognizes its responsibilities to provide
equal educational opportunities in accordance with state and federal laws and regulations
including the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1991 and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 by prohibiting discrimination on the basis of disability. To ensure
equality of access, the Institute provides reasonable accommodations to faculty and staff who
require them and inform the Institute.

SEXUAL MISCONDUCT POLICY
American National English Language Institute recognizes the seriousness of inappropriate
sexual behavior and it believes that it is the responsibility of the Institute to provide our
employees and students with an environment that is free from harassment. The Institute
expressly prohibits harassment of employees or students on the basis of gender. This policy
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directly aligns with our Non Discrimination policy to admit, instruct and evaluate students,
and to recruit, employ, retain, and promote employees without regard to race, color, religion,
creed, ancestry, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, national origin, age, physical or
other disability, military or veteran status, or receipt of public assistance.
The Institute has established certain procedures it will follow upon the report of an incidence
of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking, or other violation. These
procedures are set forth in the Institute’s grievance policy. If an institutional conduct
proceeding arises from an incident report, the Institute will make appropriate judgments
based on the preponderance of the evidence.
It is a violation of policy for any member of our community to engage in sexual harassment
and it is a violation of policy for any member of the community to take action against an
individual for reporting sexual harassment.
This policy covers actions of all students and employees, whether co-worker, manager or by
any other persons doing business with or for American National English Language Institute.
Definitions
Sexual harassment is unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature, and can include unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, stalking and other verbal, nonverbal, or physical
conduct of a sexual nature when:

1. Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of
an individual’s employment or academic advancement,

2. Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual’s work or academic
performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working or academic
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environment,

3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s
work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working or academic
environment.
Sexual harassment can occur in situations where one person has power over another, but it
can also occur between equals. Both men and women can be sexually harassed. Sexual
harassment can be as blatant as rape or as subtle as a touch.
Sexual Violence is any sexual act that is perpetrated against someone's will. Sexual Violence
encompasses a range of offenses, including a completed nonconsensual sex act (i.e., rape),
an attempted nonconsensual sex act, domestic violence, dating violence, abusive sexual
contact (i.e., unwanted touching), and non-contact sexual abuse (e.g., threatened sexual
violence, exhibitionism, verbal sexual harassment). All types involve victims who do not
consent, or who are unable to consent or refuse to allow the act.
This policy prohibits behavior such as, but not limited to:

1. Unwanted sexual advances;
2. Offering employment benefits in exchange for sexual favors;
3. Making or threatening reprisals after a negative response to sexual advances;
4. Verbal sexual advances or propositions;
5. Displaying sexually suggestive objects, pictures, cartoons or posters (includes by
electronic means);

6. Sexually offensive comments, graphic verbal commentary about an individual’s body or
dress, sexually explicit jokes and innuendos, and other sexually-oriented statements;

7. Stalking
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8. Physical conduct, such as touching, assault, or impeding or blocking movements.
9. Dating violence, domestic violence, and abusive sexual contact.
American National English Language Institute provides educational programming to
students and staff regarding the awareness of and prevention of domestic violence, dating
violence, sexual assault, stalking and other inappropriate and/or criminal sexual behaviors.
Such programming is provided to new students as part of the orientation process and to staff
and students throughout the year. The educational program includes:
Reporting Procedure
Any person who believes he or she has been the victim of sexual harassment or misconduct
prohibited by this policy, or any other person with knowledge or belief of conduct which may
constitute a violation of this policy, should report the alleged acts immediately to the Institute
Title IX coordinator; Paula Cherry – pcherry@an.edu or via phone (540) 769-8289.
Investigation
The Title IX Coordinator will conduct the investigation once reported. The investigation may
consist of personal interviews with the complainant, the individual(s) against whom the
complaint is filed, and others who may have knowledge of the alleged incident(s) or
circumstances giving rise to the complaint. The investigation may also consist of any other
methods and documents deemed pertinent by the investigator.
In determining whether alleged conduct constitutes a violation of this policy, the Institute
should consider the surrounding circumstances, the nature of the behavior, past incidents or
past or continuing patterns of behavior, the relationships between the parties involved, and
the context in which the alleged incidents occurred. Whether a particular action or incident
constitutes a violation of this policy requires a determination based on all the facts and
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surrounding circumstances.
In addition, the Institute may take immediate steps, at its discretion, to protect the
complainant, students, instructors, administrators or other Institute personnel pending
completion of an investigation.
The investigation will be completed as soon as practicable but within 30 days of the receipt
of the complaint. The investigator shall make a written report to the complainant with the
results of the investigation.
Reprisal
The Institute will discipline or take appropriate action against any student, instructor,
administrator or other Institute personnel who retaliates against any person who reports
discrimination or harassment, or who retaliates against any person who testifies, assists or
participates in an investigation, or who testifies, assists or participates in a proceeding or
hearing relating to such discrimination or harassment. Retaliation includes, but is not limited
to, any form of intimidation, reprisal or harassment.
Victims’ Rights under Sexual Harassment Policy

1. The victim is aware that criminal charges can be made with local law enforcement
officials;

2. The prompt assistance of campus administration in notifying the appropriate law
enforcement officials of a sexual assault incident;

3. A sexual assault victim’s participation in and the presence of the victim’s attorney or
other support people at any campus facility disciplinary proceeding concerning a sexual
assault complaint;

4. Notice to a sexual assault victim of the outcome of any campus facility disciplinary
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proceeding concerning a sexual assault complaint, consistent with laws relating to data
practices;

5. The complete and prompt assistance of campus administration at the direction of law
enforcement authorities, in obtaining, securing, and maintaining evidence in connection
with a sexual assault incident;

6. The assistance of campus administration in preserving, for a sexual assault complaint or
victim, materials relevant to a campus disciplinary proceeding;

7. The assistance of campus personnel, in cooperation with the appropriate law
enforcement authorities, at a sexual assault victim’s request, in shielding the victim from
unwanted contact with the alleged assailant, including the transfer of the victim to
alternative classes.

FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT (FERPA)
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. 1232g; 34 CFR Part
99) is a federal law that protects the privacy of student education records. The law applies to
all schools that receive funds under an applicable program of the U.S. Department of
Education. FERPA gives parents certain rights with respect to their children’s education
records. These rights transfer to the student when he or she reaches the age of 18 or attends
a school beyond the high school level. Students to whom the rights have transferred are
“eligible students.”
Eligible students have the right to inspect and review their education records maintained by
the school. Schools are not required to provide copies of records for review, unless, for
reasons such as great distance, it is impossible for eligible students to otherwise review the
records. Schools may charge a fee for copies.
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Additionally, eligible students have the right to request that a school correct records which
they believe to be inaccurate or misleading or otherwise in violation of the student’s privacy
rights. If the school decides not to amend the record, the eligible student then has the right to
a formal hearing. After the hearing, if the school still decides not to amend the record, the
eligible student has the right to place a statement with the record setting forth his or her view
about the contested information. Requests regarding any of the activities described above
must be made in writing to the Student Services Office. American National English Language
Institute makes the following forms available in the Student Services Office for these purposes
– “Student Request to Review, Change or Receive a Copy of Education Records,” and
“Student Request for Formal Hearing to Change Education Records.” Generally, schools
must have written permission from an eligible student in order to release

personally

identifiable information from that student’s education record. However, FERPA allows
schools to disclose those records, without consent, to the following parties or under the
following conditions (34CFR 99.31).
Accordingly, it is the policy of American National English Language Institute to release
information to these parties:
•

American National English Language Institute school officials with legitimate
educational interest;

•

other schools to which a student is transferring, upon request of the other school, as long
as the disclosure is for purposes related to the student’s enrollment or transfer;

•

specified officials for audit or evaluation purposes;

•

appropriate parties in connection with financial aid to a student;

•

organizations conducting certain studies for or on behalf of the school;
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•

accrediting organizations;

•

to comply with a judicial order or lawfully issued subpoena;

•

appropriate officials in cases of health and safety emergencies;

•

state and local authorities, within a juvenile justice system, pursuant to specific State
Law;

•

to persons or agencies requesting “directory information” (see below);

American National English Language Institute faculty, staff, and certain agencies to which
American National English Language Institute outsources institutional services (if any) may
require information from a student’s education record in order to carry out their official
duties. They are considered school officials with a legitimate educational interest in those
cases.
Students wishing to provide consent of release of their information to a party other than those
listed above should complete the form “Identity Authentication Process and Student Consent
to Disclose Records,” available in the campus Student Services office.
Schools may disclose “directory” information without consent. Directory information is
defined by American National English Language Institute as a student’s name, campus,
electronic mail address, dates of attendance, honors and awards received, photograph, major
field of study, grade level, enrollment status participation in officially recognized activities,
degrees, and the most recent educational agency or institution attended. However, schools
must tell eligible students about directory information and allow them a reasonable amount
of time from the date of the notification to request that the school not disclose their directory
information. American National English Language Institute makes such
annually, allowing students 10 business days from the date of the annual
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notification

notification to request that the Institute not disclose directory information. Additionally,
students may make a request related to the release of their directory information at any time
by submitting a written request to the Student Services office. The “Directory Information”
form, available in the campus Student Services office, may be used for this purpose.
Eligible students who believe that the school has failed to comply with the requirements of
FERPA may file a complaint with the Department of Education at the following address:
Family Policy Compliance Office, U.S. Department of Education, 400 Maryland Avenue,
S.W., Washington, DC 20202-4605.

EMPLOYMENT RECORDS
The Institute has many different agencies and organizations to which it must report. To
accomplish this, we must maintain records on each employee to document his or her
educational background, former employment, hours worked, etc. You will be asked to
furnish such information when you are hired and while you are employed.
All employment records (including official transcripts of education, wages, applications,
reviews by supervisors, salary history, contracts, etc.) are maintained in an electronic
employee records database as scanned images. Employment records are the property of the
Institute and employees’ rights to employment records are solely coincident with state and
federal law.

CODE OF COMPUTING CONDUCT
Educational Computing Facilities (ECF) are intended to support the academic mission
and the administrative functions of the Institute. This Code of Conduct states the
principles regarding the use of ECF. They complement and supplement rather than
replace other policies concerning appropriate conduct of staff and students.
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The policies controlling acceptable behavior at American National English Language
Institute are implicitly extended to cover the use of the ECF. The impersonal aspect o f
computers should not be taken as an excuse or reason for people's interactions with others to
be anything but well-mannered, ethical and legal.
For example, if it is unacceptable to display a sexually explicit poster in a public room, it is
similarly unacceptable to display such an image on a publicly visible computer screen.
Unsolicited, wide distribution of mail or messages should be carried out only if there is a
reasonable expectation of interest by the recipients. Even in those cases, care must be taken to
ensure that the messages do not overwhelm systems.
Educational Computing Facilities include any computer, computer-based network,
computer peripheral, operating system, software or any combination thereof, owned by
American National English Language Institute or National Institute Services, Inc. or
under the custody or control of American National English Language Institute or
National Institute Services, Inc.
The ECF include stand-alone workstations and network-attached systems as well as
central servers. This Code also specifically applies to access to ECF via telephone
lines, the internet, or other remote access mechanisms.
The following principles apply to all American National English Language Institute and
NUSI staff, American National English Language Institute students and other users of
the Educational Computer Facilities. Users shall:
1. Be responsible for using these facilities in an effective, ethical and lawful manner.
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This policy states that individual users are responsible for their own actions. For
example, if a user transmits illicit materials or stores illegal software, that individual
user is responsible for such actions and may be held accountable for all results and
repercussions of such actions.
Be aware that wasteful or inefficient use of resources may incur significant expenses
for American National English Language Institute or result in a reduction in service
to other users.
2. Use only those facilities for which they have authorization, whether these facilities
are at American National English Language Institute or at any other location
accessible through a network.
Normally, ECF systems require explicit authorization. Authorization based on the
provision of false or misleading information is not valid.
3. Take all reasonable steps to protect the integrity and privacy of the ECF including
software and data. In particular, users shall not share with others the access codes,
account numbers, passwords or other authorization which have been assigned to
them.
Users are encouraged to report any violations of this policy and any information
relating to a flaw in or bypass of computing facility security, to the appropriate
Instructor, Lead Instructor, and Executive Director or to the Campus Support
Information Technology Department. Such security “holes” must not be "tested"
without proper authorization. Turning a blind eye to potential violations or system
flaws may allow your privacy or access to be jeopardized.
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In this and following sections, "access code" represents the username, account, signon ID, password or whatever system-dependent mechanisms are used to gain access
to particular facilities.
By allowing your access code to be used by others, you risk compromising the
security and integrity of the ECF. As described in several later sections, much
software which American National English Language Institute utilizes requires that
all actions be identified and traceable. For these reasons, if you do allow your access
code to be used by others, you are responsible for all usage and activities carried out
with the code.
Allowing unauthorized access to ECF indirectly is similarly prohibited (such as
allowing access to a private computer at home, where this computer, in turn, provides
access to ECF).
A computer or terminal logged on and unattended in an accessible location is
particularly vulnerable.
Some system management functions require that all those responsible for such
functions share a single access code. Similarly, specific access codes are at times
allocated to allow several people performing a common function to receive email. The
use of such shared codes must be restricted to the intended purpose. Another usage
by the same people should be through single-user access codes.
4. Respect the copyrights of the owners of all software and data they use.
Most of the programs made available on the ECF are copyrighted. Copyright law
specifically prohibits the copying of any software except as explicitly allowed in the
usage agreement. Copyright law also provides similar protection for data and text.
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Unless the software explicitly states otherwise, ALL software is copyrighted, even
those normally referred to as shareware or freeware. Individual license agreements
detail the exact rights and limitations.
Media files such as music and video files are also subject to copyright protection.
Unauthorized downloading of such files, including unauthorized peer to peer sharing
of copyrighted material, is specifically prohibited.
Unauthorized use, sharing or distribution of copyrighted material may subject the user
to criminal and civil penalties, including fines, incarceration, money damages payable
to the copyright owners, and attorneys’ fees. In addition, the institution may take
disciplinary action against users who violate these prohibitions which may include
suspension or termination of employees, and suspension or disenrollment of students.
5. Respect the policies established by the administrators of external networks such as
GAPS, COD, ED Connect, and various virtual library networks when using such
networks. They shall also respect the policies established by the administrators of
local computing facilities at American National English Language Institute.
The use of networks external to American National English Language Institute must
comply with the policies of acceptable use promulgated by the organizations
responsible for those networks. This Code of Conduct hereby specifically
incorporates these external policies. Adherence to this code ensures compliance with
the policies of our associated networks.
6. Respect the privacy of others. This includes, but is not limited to, respecting the
confidentiality of email, files, data, and transmissions.
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Records containing information directly related to a student are confidential and
protected from public disclosure by the Family Educational Rights & Privacy Act, 20
U.S.C. § 1232g. No one shall access any such records maintained in an electronic
format or disclose or distribute their contents in any manner inconsistent with federal
and state law and the Institute regulations.
The ability to access information does not imply permission to access it. Specifically,
having read-access to a file does not mean that you may read it. You should not
browse, view, print, copy or execute someone else's directories or files (either
manually or program-assisted) without explicit permission. This also applies to flash
drives, pen drives, external hard drives, and similar storage media.
There may be cases where supervisors must access an employee’s mail or files to get
specific job-related materials or conduct business. For example, an urgent memo must
be sent, but the staff member who typed it is ill. The need to respond to businessrelated emails is another example. In all cases, unless prior arrangements have been
made, reasonable effort to ask the employee's permission must be made. Access codes
allocated for specific purposes may be designated as "non-private." In such cases, no
data stored under the code may be considered for the private use of the individual to
whom the code is allocated. Prior notice of such designation must be given.

7. Refrain from using ECF for unauthorized commercial activities.
As with other Institute resources, the use of the ECF for private, commercially
oriented applications is forbidden without appropriate authorization. Use for
Institute-related private activities is often permitted. For example, running an
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unauthorized business, doing tax returns or sending e-mail soliciting donations for a
non-Institute-related entity are clearly not allowed. On the other hand, use by a
student for writing a resume is quite acceptable. If in doubt, check with the appropriate
Instructor, Lead Instructor or Executive Director.

8. Refrain from using ECF for any unauthorized or illegal purposes. Such purposes
might include destruction or alteration of data owned by others, interference with
legitimate access to computing facilities or harassment of users of such facilities at
American National English Language Institute or elsewhere, unauthorized disruption
of ECF, attempts to discover or alter passwords or to subvert security systems in ECF
or in any other computing or network facility.
The law prohibits unauthorized use of computers; unauthorized access to
information or programs; destruction or alteration of data or interference with lawful
access to data and the use of a computer system with the intent to commit any of the
above.
Intentional introduction of any computer virus, Trojan horse, worm or similar
software is an explicit violation of this principle.
Any action which intentionally denies or obstructs access for another legitimate user
to ECF is forbidden.
9. Properly identify themselves in any electronic correspondence and provide valid,
traceable identification if required by applications or servers within the ECF or in
establishing connections from the ECF.
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All transmissions must be identifiable by American National English Language
Institute staff. That is, they must include your access code. Similar rules are imposed
by many external networks. You are encouraged to ensure that your name (in addition
to access code) is also attached to all applicable messages. It is specifically forbidden
to attempt to mask your real identity or intentionally originate a message
masquerading as someone else.
By convention, most systems offering "anonymous FTP" services request that you
enter your network address as a password. Users must comply with this convention.
Users do not have a right to privacy when using ECF.
Users do not own accounts on the Institute computers but are granted the privilege of
use of accounts owned by the Institute. Users have no ownership rights or reasonable
expectation of privacy rights regarding computer communications and data stored on
Institute computers or accessed through Institute accounts.
Institute officials have the right to access electronic files, including e-mail files, for any
purpose deemed reasonable by them in their sole discretion.
Any violation of this Code may be prosecuted in conformity with the relevant Institute
policy (Code of Student Conduct, personnel policies, etc.) as well as applicable criminal
and civil laws.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY
A conflict of interest arises with respect to activities that compromise or appear to
compromise, an employee’s judgment in performing his or her Institute duties. These
conflicts can arise when an employee, or a member of his/her family (as defined below) has
an existing or potential personal, financial or other interest that:
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1. impairs or may reasonably appear to impair his/her independence of judgment in the
discharge of responsibilities to the Institute;

2. may result in personal gain or advancement at the expense of the Institute.
The integrity of the Institute must be protected at all times, both in actuality and
appearance. Conflicts of interest, therefore, must be:

a. disclosed.
b. eliminated.
c. properly managed.
Many outside activities in which an employee may wish to engage, such as certain outside
employment, private activities, involvement in public organizations, public service, and
political involvement, present no conflicts of interest and can enhance the reputation of the
Institute. When engaging in an otherwise permissible endeavor or activity, the employee
must nonetheless make clear when she or he is acting as a private individual rather than as
a representative of the Institute. In this regard, employees must abide by the terms of the
Institute policies governing the use of trademarks and use of the Institute name, symbols,
letterhead.
Certain situations give rise to a possible conflict of interest and must, therefore, be
disclosed so that they may be either ruled out as conflicts or handled under the conflict’s
management process. The following list is not an all-inclusive list but rather examples of
conflicts.


Negotiating or authorizing on behalf of the Institute a contract or other business
transaction for services, goods, or products, from a company or enterprise in which the
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employee or a member of the employee’s family has a substantial financial interest or
management position known to the employee.


Accepting external employment or consulting contracts during a period of ANELI
employment that conflicts with employment at ANELI.



Accepting any form of remuneration, financial or otherwise, for endorsement of the
products or services of a business or individual where a title or employment is an
express or implied aspect of the endorsement.



Disclosing, or otherwise using on an unauthorized basis, Institute confidential or
proprietary information to which the employee has access in the course of Institute
duties

Conflicts of Interest Resolution Procedure

1. Activities that may be considered a conflict of interest must be promptly, and in advance
of the proposed activity, disclosed in writing by an employee to his or her immediate
supervisor, under the procedures described below. Addressing conflicts and developing
strategies to manage them may require steps such as:

a. no action required beyond the disclosure;
b. development of a conflicts management plan memorialized in writing;
c. Modification of Institute responsibilities, as mutually agreed, under applicable
policies;

2. Violation by an employee of prohibited conflicts may lead to serious disciplinary action,
up to and including dismissal.
Reporting of Possible Policy Violations
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Supervisors are required to investigate promptly, possible violations of these policies. If a
policy violation is proven, the supervisor must take appropriate responsive action, and report
the violation to the Executive Director who will determine if any disciplinary measures need
to be taken. Third parties may report possible violations of the conflict of interest policy to
the employee’s supervisor.

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Institute Personnel
Individual staff members may exercise their right to have personal employment grievances
considered and assessed upon their merits under the general regulations, policies, and
practices of the Institute according to the following grievance procedure.

1. The complaint should be filed in writing with the Lead Instructor. It should contain the
name, address, telephone number, and email address of the employee filing the
complaint, and a brief description of the circumstances giving rise to the complaint.

a. The complaint should be filed within one (1) week after the complainant becomes
aware of the circumstances giving rise to the complaint.

b. The Site Director will investigate the complaint, make a determination, and take
such action as he or she deems appropriate within ten (10) days of receiving the
complaint.

2. If the complainant is not satisfied with the determination or action of the Lead
Instructor, he or she may make a written appeal addressed to the Executive Director.

a. The appeal should contain the name, address, telephone number, and email address
of the employee filing the appeal, a brief description of the circumstances giving rise
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to the original complaint, and a brief description of the reason why the employee
believes the determination and action of the Lead Instructor to be in error.
The Executive Director will consider the appeal, make a determination, and take
such action as he or she deems appropriate within ten (10) days of receiving the
appeal.

3. If the complainant is not satisfied with the determination or action of the Executive
Director, he or she may make a written appeal addressed to the Chair of the Board of
Directors.

a. The appeal should contain the name, address, telephone number, and email address
of the employee filing the appeal, a brief description of the circumstances giving rise
to the original complaint, and a brief description of the reason why the employee
believes the determination and actions of the Lead instructor and Executive Director
to be in error.

b. The Chair of the Board of Directors will consider the appeal, make a determination,
and take such action as he deems appropriate within ten (10) days of receiving the
appeal.
Administrative Personnel
Individual staff members may exercise their right to have personal employment grievances
considered and assessed upon their merits under the general regulations, policies, and
practices of the Institute according to the following grievance procedure.

1. The complaint should be filed in writing with the Executive Director. It should contain
the name, address, telephone number, and email address of the employee filing the
complaint, and a brief description of the circumstances giving rise to the complaint.
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a. The complaint should be filed within one (1) week after the complainant becomes
aware of the circumstances giving rise to the complaint.

b. The Executive Director will investigate the complaint, make a determination, and
take such action as he or she deems appropriate within ten (10) days of receiving the
complaint.

2. If the complainant is not satisfied with the determination or action of the Executive
Director, he or she may make a written appeal addressed to the responsible Chair of the
Board of Directors.

a. The appeal should contain the name, address, telephone number, and email address
of the employee filing the appeal, a brief description of the circumstances giving rise
to the original complaint, and a brief description of the reason why the employee
believes the determination and action of the Executive Director to be in error.

b. The Chair of the Board of Directors will consider the appeal, make a determination,
and take such action as he or she deems appropriate within ten (10) days of receiving
the appeal.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
All “active” faculty are required to participate in at least 2 professional development activities
and 2 in-service activities.
In-Service Training − Special planned and systematic experiences sponsored by an institution
and related to curriculum and instruction that affect the majority of the faculty in a
collective fashion. The activities and training are for the improvement of faculty skills in
teaching methodology and delivery. In-service education has as its major goal the updating
of teachers in:
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1. Subject matter.
2. Curriculum concepts.
3. New theories and techniques of instruction.
4. New educational media.
The most common activity is a lecture by an outside speaker on a subject related to
curriculum, the institution, or a societal issue. In-Service Training Topic Examples:


Utilizing technology in the classroom



Developing a lesson plan



Learning styles



Testing and evaluation



Critical thinking skills



Teaching the adult student



Customer service in the classroom



Methods of instruction



Developing course objectives and syllabi



Motivating students through effective training



Improving communication skills with students

Professional Growth − The process by which employees gain knowledge and skills in their
subject matter which enhances their expertise. Professional growth may be accomplished
through a combination of the following activities: programs of continuing education,
Continuing Education Units, participation in field-related workshops or seminars or
membership and participation in professional organizations. Suggested Examples of
Activities with Supporting Documentation:
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Attendance at workshop or seminar (certificate of attendance)



Classes (transcript or registration information) – www.coursera.org is a resource that
offers many free courses



Visits to business and industry – not a student field trip (written summary or report /
evidence from organization)



Membership and participation in professional organization (membership card and
certificate of attendance)



Participation in educational opportunities offered by professional organizations
(certificate of attendance)



Attendance at trade shows (certificate of attendance)



Concurrent related business experience (business card and resume)



Professional writing by an instructor is also an example of professional growth

Technical Training for Faculty − Planned training related to the Learning Management
System, grading, syllabi completion or other areas that help improve program delivery to
students. The faculty must attend sessions provided every year.

SERVICE EXPECTATIONS
Instructional Responsibilities:

1. Ensure that you are fully trained in the use of Canvas and any 3rd party software.
2. Post the following information in Canvas for each course prior to the start of the term:
a. Faculty Information which includes a contact phone number, ANELI email address,
office hours and method of contact for office hours, and brief bio or introduction
(while office hours are not required, they are encouraged).

b. College approved syllabus fully completed.
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c. Ensure that all 3rd party software is set up and working.
3. Respond to all student communications within 24 hours.
4. Post grades within 48 to 72 hours (or within a specified time for larger projects and
papers):

a. Include comments designed to enhance learning.
b. Provide feedback on all papers and subjective learning assignments.
c. Post final course grades within Canvas as directed by the Institute administration by
the due date.

5. Provide well-prepared lectures throughout the course that assist in meeting course
outcomes and objectives and that engage students at the delivering and receiving sites.

6. Conduct class for the full class time as specified in the official college syllabus
throughout the entire term. Deviations are not permitted.

7. Makeup days must follow those scheduled by the Institute.
8. In the event you are unable to attend a class session, a substitute instructor will need to
be obtained by the week prior to your absence or as soon as possible if unforeseen. You
should work with the campus director to obtain a qualified substitute.

9. Reach out to at-risk students weekly which include students not participating in class,
submitting assignments or with poor quality work below a 70% level. Communication
methods could include emails, phone calls or scheduled sessions. Concerns should be
shared with the students’ campus director and other administrative staff as necessary.

10. Conduct the class with respect, sensitivity, a positive attitude, a student and learningcentered focus, while holding students to academic standards consistent with their
degree level.
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Administrative Responsibilities

1. Submit all requested paperwork by deadlines. This includes a signed copy of these
faculty expectations prior to the beginning of each term.

2. Complete accurate timecard using the designated system by the stated deadlines.
3. Submit a professional development plan one time per academic year and provide
evidence of activities as they occur. Requirements of the professional development plan
include completion of at least 2 in-services and 2 professional development activities per
year. Complete all other faculty training courses or other training activities as requested
by the Institute administration.

4. Attend faculty meetings scheduled by ANELI during the term.
5. Conduct ANELI business through the provided institution e-mail only; do not use
personal e-mail for ANELI business and check institutional e-mail regularly to ensure a
24-hour response time.

6. Work collaboratively with ANELI staff to resolve student issues in a professional and
timely fashion.

7. Return ANELI materials to the ANELI office at the end of the stated term.
Criteria and Procedures for Performance Evaluations
There are several ways the Institute gathers information in order to evaluate its educational
programs to ensure continued high standards, update programs, evaluate policies, and
improve operations.
These surveys provide the institution with the documentation needed to show we have met
our goals and the needs of the community, or that we have not met these needs and/or to
suggest changes that may be necessary.
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Surveys include:


Course Survey - students evaluate the instructor and the class.



ESL Faculty Curriculum Review Survey - the faculty assess the curriculum of the Institute.



Graduate Survey - completed after graduation. Plans are developed for improvement
based on feedback received.



Student Entrance Survey - Given to each Student at the initial placement to collect course
expectations and student long-term goals. This survey will be implemented from May
2018 onward.



End of Course Surveys: Given to students at the end of each course to evaluate their
feedback on content delivery, syllabi, textbooks, and instructors.



Student Needs Assessment Survey – students’ needs are assessed.

DISMISSAL OF FACULTY OR STAFF
We hope that your employment with American National English Language Institute will be
a long and rewarding experience. However, we recognize that circumstances change with
the passage of time and that some employees may seek job opportunities elsewhere or
choose to leave ANELI for other reasons. Others may not fulfill the needs of ANELI or
changed circumstances may reduce available employment opportunities that may result in
involuntary termination.
We sincerely hope that none of these situations occur, but realistically we have to
acknowledge that the possibility does exist. Because employment at ANELI is based upon
mutual consent, the right of the employee or the Institute to terminate the employment
relationship “at-will” is recognized and affirmed as a condition of employment and,
therefore, the employment relationship may be ended by either party at any time for any
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reason. This represents the long-standing policy of ANELI and any statements or promises
to the contrary are disavowed and should not be relied upon by any prospective or existing
employee.
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